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Description
This collection contains material pertaining to the life, career, and activities of Henri Temianka, violin virtuoso, conductor, music teacher, and author. Materials include correspondence, concert programs and flyers, music scores, photographs, and books.
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Sept. 10, 1957
Cathedral and Tower of the Old Palace seen from Boboli garden
Cathédrale et Tour du Palais vieux vue du Jardin de Boboli
Der Dom und Turm des Altes Palast vom Boboli-Garten gesehen

Dear Henri: Thank you for your card from Rio, which (after a long detour!) reached me here in Florence. We spent the summer very pleasantly in Italy, but soon we will have to work back to America, because Peter is getting married! We will be back around the middle of October, and hope to see you soon. In the meantime all best wishes to you and Emi.

From these and Mario

Los Angeles, California
U.S.A.
Firenze - Cattedrale e Torre di Palazzo Vecchio
visti dal giardino di Boboli
Dear Henri – Thank you for your card from Rio, which (after a long detour!) reached me here in Florence – We spent the summer very pleasantly in Italy; but soon we will have to sculk back to America, because Peter is getting married! We will be home around the middle of October, and hope to see you soon. In the meantime all best wishes to you and Emmy. From Clare and Mario.